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Introduction 
Emanating from the past election and subsequent independent (election) report looking into the election 
process, conduct and outcome, its abundantly clear that unless the NZRYA is overhauled and made suitable 
for purpose, need for, and influence in RC Sailing in NZL will continue to be questioned & unquestionable. 
 
This discussion paper is set out to inform readers about a complex issues that New Zealand Radio Yachting 
Association (NZRYA) faces and presents the National body's draft frame-work view and ideas of how to 
move forward. The goal of this paper is intended to:- 
 
 
 
1) Help readers understand the Bigger Picture of World Sailing 

2) Understand the background issues for RC Sailing. 

3) Contribute new ideas  

4) Solve challenges by considering this document or other solutions in an effort help 
come to a decision about the future direction of RC Sailing in New Zealand. 
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1 International & National Associations & Affiliations 
Sport, like most activities involving groups of people, requires an organizational structure to function 
smoothly. To meet this need sport organizations exist on international, national and sub-national levels. This 
section provides summary of the complex issues of International & National Associations & Affiliations in 
Sailing. 
 
 

 

 

World Sailing (WS)  
The International governing body for the sport of sailing was created in Paris in October 1907. It was initially 
called the International Yacht Racing Union (IYRU) before the name was changed to the International Sailing 
Federation (ISAF) in 1996 and later in 2015 became known as World Sailing (WS). 
 
World Sailing today is the world governing body for the sport of sailing, officially recognised by the 
International Olympic Committee (IOC). 
World Sailing is responsible for:- 

 Development of the sport around the world; 

 The promotion of the sport internationally; 

 Managing sailing at the Olympic and Paralympic Games; 

 Developing the Racing Rules of Sailing and regulations for all affiliated sailing competitions; 

 Training of judges, umpires and other event administrators; 

 Representing the sailors in all matters concerning the sport. 
 
The principle members of World Sailing are the ‘Class Associations’, (CA’s) and ‘Member National 
Authorities’ (MNAs) which sailors are affiliated via member clubs. 
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World Sailing - Member Authorities (MNA’s) 
World Sailing currently consists of 145 National Member Authorities (MNA) countries who are its principle 
members, and responsible for the decision making process that governs the sailing world.  
 
Yachting New Zealand (YNZ) is the New Zealand Member National Authority (MNA) sailing organisation 
affiliated to World Sailing that has delegated the National Member (DNM) authority for all Radio Sailing 
Classes in New Zealand to New Zealand Radio Yachting Association (NZRYA)  

World Sailing - Class Associations 
There are currently over 100 recognised and Yacht Classes, ranging from the smallest R.C Sailing class with 
hull length of 500 mm of the Nano class up to the largest 20 meter hull length. These are the International 
Class Associations’ (ICA’s) members of World Sailing that are entitled to hold a World Championships using 
the WS-Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS) 

International Radio Sailing Association (IRSA) 
All Radio Sailing Classes at an International Class level are managed under World Sailing through the 
International Radio Sailing Association (IRSA) that is in principle managed by their own separate International 
Class Associations (ICA’s) under the IRSA rules & regulations.  
 
The NZRYA NCA representative to IRSA is currently: Mike McLachlan 

National Class Associations (NCA) 
At a country sub-level, NZRYA as out-lined previously is the delegated national member (DNM) with the 
overall “National” authority of YNZ to act as Radio Yachting Class Association to all IRSA acting ICA’s & 
IOMICA.  
 
This NZRYA role includes the administration of the “National” Class Associations (NCA’s) and their 
compliance to “International” Class Associations (ICA’s) and the compliance of its Member Clubs to the 
application and use of the Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS) ensuring the quality of races including national and 
international championships events held in New Zealand has acting NCA responsibilities. 
 
The NZRYA NCA representative to IOMICA is currently: Mike McLachlan 

Class Owners Associations (COA) 
These are classes that do-not have association with a ICA or NCA are simply called Class Owners 
Associations or COA’s that are established by independent countries “Class Owners” through the World 
Sailing affiliation to NZRYA using an approved application process that govern class regulations, policies, by-
laws, and rules via a COA Secretary.  
 

Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS) 
Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS) from World Sailing govern any form of racing around a course with more than 
one vessel powered by the wind. A new revision RRS is published every four years (after the Olympic 
Games) by World Sailing and a section is dedicated to R.C Sailing - Appendix E. 
 
The Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS) covers any competition that brings Class Associations (boats) & Individual 
Members (skippers) together. Only affiliated member clubs (event hosts) are permitted to act as an 
organising authority to run races under Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS). And only “affiliated individual 
members” (skippers) are permitted to enter an event, using RRS. Anyone can run racing however, if it is not 
being organised by an affiliated member club & their members, competition shall be under the rules for the 
prevention of collisions at sea. 
 
Note: A NCA and COA can only have “class association”, it does not have RRS affiliation membership. 
(When you buy a car it does not come with a drivers licence.) Therefore a boat owner belonging to NCA or 
COA is not an affiliated (licenced) until they become a member of an “affiliated member” club.  
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2 NZRYA Review  
 
In 1994 the New Zealand “Model” Yacht Association (NZMYA) initiated a name change into what we know 
today as New Zealand “Radio” Yacht Association (NZRYA) in a major push to break away from the 
perception of the Association being about toy boats by changing the word “Model” into “Radio” in an effort to 
reflect the modernisation of the sport with the NEW high technology adoption of Radio Control. 
 
In 1997 the NZRYA IOM Class prepared a bid and successfully hosted the World IOM Championships in 
Wellington. 

2019 what has changed? 
So what has changed since 1994 in twenty five (25) years with classes being sailed around NZL? 
Research on NZL RC Sailing Clubs and hulls both affiliated & non-affiliated shows the following:-  
 

 
 
NZRYA has thirteen (13) affiliated clubs covering Four (4) currently affiliated Class Associations (two NCA 
classes and three COA classes) with two hundred & thirty (230) affiliated members as of March 1st, 2019. 
 
Quietly growing are the Non-affiliated clubs and classes in NZL in particularly with the Ready-to-Race (RTR) 
classes with at least five new (5) classes totaling and estimated 174 hulls with 145 skippers. 

Trend toward New RTR Classes 
The development in recent years of easy to assemble, and affordable Ready-to-Race (RTR) boats such as 
the RC laser, DF65 & DF95 from model manufacturers has been over looked by RC sailing clubs in NZL who 
have the opportunity to follow trends from overseas where many clubs have initiated a re-think in their 
approach to RC Sailing classes by redefining the adoption of new classes outside their historically highly 
crafted & relatively more expensive hand-made RC yachts to include (RTR) RC yachts classes. 
 
The availability, instant delivery and lower affordability of the Ready-to-Race (RTR) sailing yachts are now 
offering clubs the opportunity to build fleets and build interest in sailing beyond their normal traditional 
membership. At a time when interest in sailing has been shrinking globally, the RTR sailing classes have 
been a welcome, new fun alternative to sailing for RC yacht clubs to help increase interest and activity in RC 
Sailing. 
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3 The “Frame Work” of Change  
Current Structure of NZRYA  
Historically (1994-2019 or last 25 years) Council members have been predominately IOM & M-Class (NCA’s) 
boat owners and as a consequence have heavily influenced by its council members that can be said to serve 
their own class interests. A few COA boat owners have “served their time” however, have been “treated as 
outsiders” to the dominate NCA members. 
 

 
 
The current Council recognises that it effectively serves two masters. On the one hand, the NZRYA serves 
the interests of the Member Clubs and the management of competition events and, on the other hand they 
attempt to serve the interests of Class Associations & their Owners.  
 
This conflict of interest makes it a difficult task to be done satisfactorily, and, perhaps more importantly, to be 
seen to be done fairly and without bias.  
 
Current Situation Summary: 
  
o Historically managed by “2” NCA members? 

o M-Class has historically been strong but DECLINING 

o World-wide Resurgence of RC Sailing with NEW R.T.R Classes 

 DF 65 Class - 18,000+ sold since 2013 + DF 95 Global Champs 2018 ! – 5 day event 
 RC Laser Class – 22,000+ sold since 1994  
 More affordable & readily available 

 
o Very little support of NEW C.O.A’s within NZL 

o Is this area an opportunity for Growth? 

 
 
 
The finding of this review resulted in the following frame work for a plan to change NZRYA from a 
Member Club driven organisation managing Classes into a more equitable balance of council seats to be 
shared between Member Clubs & Class Associations. 
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This is the Proposal to Change to the same model used by World 
Sailing & Yachting New Zealand today:- 

 

 
 
With NZRYA changing to this holistic approach continues affiliation roles with all Member Clubs to include 
representation on the Council but adds the option of having Class Associations representation on the Council 
to become integral member in developing a true and unbiased management for RC sailing in NZL and adds a 
very compelling reason for emerging new RC Sailing classes to seriously consider joining NZRYA. 
 

o New COA’s possibility of seat on national council and participate in future development. 
o New COA’s affiliation to NZRYA gives new class increased credibility in NZL. 
o New COA’s have access to member clubs for promoting new classes their members. 
o New COA’s Championship events can be easily ramped up through collaborating with member clubs. 
o New COA’s have access to the NZRYA web site a class promotional channel. 

Class Self Determination 
It is imperative to the plan that the current two NCA classes currently embedded in NZRYA are extracted 
from council and transition onto becoming a Class Committee representing and involving “NCA owners” in 
the management of their class at national level. 
 
This puts both classes (IOM & M-Class) on the same standing as COA’s under a mandate from NZRYA (as 
acting NCA) for each class to become more self-determining by its class boat owners. The IOM class is 
been used as the pilot to see how the NCA class self-determination model will work. Firstly, one 
representative from each of three (3) area groups has been elected by a majority vote of ballots cast by 
registered IOM class boat owners from member clubs:-  
 
In February 2019 a class committee was been formed called the – NZRYA NCA IOM – Class 
Committee (full name) that can be shortened to IOM - Class Committee or the acronym IOM - CC, and they 
requested Council to delegate additional members on the committee in the support roles of: Secretary, 
Treasurer  & Publicity roles. 
 
The future for the IOM Class involves the formation of a NZRYA “committee” to add the essential missing 
ingredient from the old Council structure – being the direct inclusion of the Owners in issues for class self-
determination. A high level of class owners’ involvement in the class development will result a successful & 
prosperous future whereas a low level of class owns involvement, will not. 
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Class Funding 
Under the banner of Class self-determination the NZRYA goal is to have all classes fund themselves. The 
pilot IOM-CC has two areas of focus class self-funding & support: 
 

i. To have sufficient funds to cover all class championship ranking costs currently provided by NZRYA 
(medals & trophies etc.) and to raise the standard of NZL IOM Championship Race Management:- 
 

ii. To support hosting clubs of Regional (Nth & Sth Island) and National Championship Ranking events 
with the cost of infrastructure & equipment required to conduct event to a high standard event and to 
cover costs (travel & accommodation) to have experienced Race Officers (R.O) in attendance of a 
championship events. 
 

iii. Class self-funding is not required from club events or recreational IOM owners, only from IOM 
Championship ranking regattas and expects this will remain the case for the foreseeable future. 
 

Race Officers Program 
In a second component of the new plan for change is to consider another committee to serve a Race Officers 
Program. As RC Sailing events do not run themselves. 
 
Any country with a competition programme requires race officials to conduct regattas properly and ensure 
that competitors have every chance of achieving their best performance in fair competition. As the amount 
and standard of competition rises more and more highly trained race officials will be needed. 
 
World Sailing in every country has a national race official’s programme and integrates these activities under 
the leadership and control of its MNA (YNZ) that has the responsibility to make sure that race officials are 
recruited, developed and given the necessary structure and support to do their essential work.  
 
Unfortunately this is not the case for RC Sailing and it has recognised that there is a need for the possibility of 
dedicated Race Officers Program, to help raise the standard of Race Management of RC Sailing in New 
Zealand.  
  
With the first step of planning change of affiliation roles of Class Association representation on Council, 
this second step adds the administration focus of the association between Clubs & Classes with WS 
RRS and ensuring the quality of events.  
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The plan is to establish a Race Officer Committee (R.O.C) as a central NZRYA body of experienced RC 
Sailing members who are entrusted to provide event Race Officer (RO) and Race Committee with sufficient 
support and guidelines to ensure that the standard of racing expected by those competing in an 
Championship Ranking event is fair and is of the highest possible standard & quality:- 
 
o Development and training of Race Officers and to promote their services for racing under uniform 

guide lines (Race Management Manual) for all Radio sailing classes throughout NZL. 
 
o Manages Race Management documentation for approved standards and templates (NoR + SI’s)  

 
o Manages & approves national rules and guidelines for events: event management, event scoring, and 

judging of fleet racing. 
 

o Monitors the quality of National, Regional and Provincial championship affiliated events, giving 
particular attention to event management and rules observance. 

 
o Providing support to member clubs with Racing Rules of Sailing seminars. 

 
The Goal here is to improve and maintain the quality of Race Management by promoting members to 
participate in courses such as the On-line RC Sailing – Race Officer Course or Yachting New Zealand Race 
Official Training and by circulating information to keep active Race Officials educated, informed to help 
improve their ability to serve our sport. 
 
This structure reflects the same structure as Yachting New Zealand national race official’s programme and 
integrates these activities under the leadership and control with the responsibility to make sure that race 
officials are recruited, developed and given the necessary structure and support to do their essential work. 
 

A Proven Example:- 
The Australia Radio Yachting Association (ARYA) has successfully established a Race Management 
Committee (RMC) to good effect with the introduction of the Race Management Manual, making Templates 
for NoR & S.I together available with other regatta documentation and introducing the On-line RC Sailing – 
Race Officer Course to help train member clubs improve their skills as R.O’s. 
 
The establishment a New Zealand “Race Officers Program” can not only help provide a recognised 
authoritative base of experienced members, but it will also immediately benefit all individual members by 
conducting RRS seminars for member clubs that will increase the overall standard of RC Sailing events in 
NZL to both at “Club Recreational” and “Championship Ranking” levels. 
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4 Solving Challenges with Pro-Active Solutions  

Plans & Budgets 
 
All organisations (Business & Sports) have a plan that include a budget for the short and long term. When 
going through the budget process it is a tool that translates the associations’ goals & plans into a financial 
statement that is easily comprehended by its members.  
 
NZRYA has never had a Plan or a Budget to our current knowledge. This generally underpins any 
organisations future activities & plans for the short (1 yr) and preferably longer term (2-3 yrs) is missing today 
and possibly is the underlying reason why the NZRYA is on the edge of calamity due to lack of historic good 
governance. 
 
This can be rectified with lot of work and the outcome easily identified by members when: 
 

1. Can look up NZRYA website and easily find out the organisations goals & objectives to understand 
where it is going in the next few years. 
 

2. NZRYA communicates its plan that include details and dead-lines on what & how objectives are going 
to be achieved, so that it can be the measurement of Councils success & measure effectiveness. 

Member Club Consultation Process 
 
The whole is greater than the sum of its parts, relating to the idea that the total effectiveness of “a group 
interacting with one another” is different or greater than their effectiveness when acting in isolation from one 
another.  
 
The challenge is that NZRYA needs to consults and liaises with its Membership, Class Associations and 
Member Clubs ensuring its internal procedures and structures are effective, efficient, transparent in 
operation, and fit for purpose. 
 
The solution is in its membership with the initiation and continuance of the “Commodores Round Table” 
meeting that was held in Oct of 2018 is a step in the right direction. The synergies, of the coming together 
and working together solving problems, will produce more than what NZRYA Council could do on its own. 
 
Referencing the organisation chart structures on page 7 & 8 the summary proposal is:- 
 

o Member Clubs appoint one delegate to attend & represent at the NZRYA AGM, each member club 
carries the clubs vote(s) on member club related matters tabled at any given AGM. The AGM would 
be held no less than once a year in a location agreed by delegates. 
 

o Classes (both NCA & COA) appoint one delegate to attend & represent their class owners at the 
NZRYA AGM, each class association carries the vote(s) balloted by their affiliated class members. 
 

o Delegates would vote, but not limited to:- 
The NZRYA Council Members (say maximum of 6?) 

 Three (3) from Member Clubs representing individual members. 
 Three (3) from Class Associations representing Class Owners. 

 
o The NZRYA Race Officers Committee (say maximum 3) having a collective voting from both Member 

Clubs & Class Associations. 
 

o There shall be no individual member vote(s) only affiliated member club majority voting, 
noting that class association boat owners must belong to an affiliated member club to be 
eligible to vote.  

 


